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“… it is often
more difficult
to remember
to be mindful
than to be
mindful
itself.”
– Allan Lokos

The UUCRV Board and the Committee On Ministry are doing an informal
assessment of Rev. Dr. Marlene Walker. If you have any thoughts or
experiences you would like us to consider contact Cher Zimmerman, Chair
of the Committee on Ministry.
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Ministerial Musings
I always begin to breathe a little sigh of relief as April begins. It’s still an in
between month but sign of spring are starting to be more obvious. Birds are back,
hints of green and blooming things pop up daily. In the early morning quiet when
I walk Daisy I breathe deeply and I can smell the earth waking up, especially after
a rain. I watch for all of these signs, I yearn for them. Yeah, I know snow and
winter can still pop its head up but not for long. April gives me the feeling that the
rock has finally been rolled away from the cold cave of winter, that hope is
opening again in my heart, and I feel lighter. I feel it even more this year, the
second year of living in pandemic. A year ago we really didn’t know what we were dealing with and we were
frightened. This year I feel hope, more people getting vaccines, and knowledge about Covid helps keep us all
safe, and there is toilet paper in the stores. We are beginning to make plans for when and how we might
reopen our church building safely, and meet face to face again, and for some of us for the very first time. No
clear plans yet, but we’re working on it. We’ll keep you posted.
In the meantime, watch the growing green, breath the spring air, listen for the song of birds in migration, get
outside, lighten you hearts and spirits. To help you here is my favorite poem about early spring, by e.e.
cumings, a Unitarian. Enjoy!
Blessings all,
Rev.Marlene
spring

“in Justwhen the world is mudluscious the little
lame balloonman

whistles

far

and wee

and eddieandbill come
running from marbles and
piracies and it's
spring
when the world is puddle-wonderful
the queer
old balloonman whistles
far
and
wee
and bettyandisbel come dancing
from hop-scotch and jump-rope and
it's
spring
and
the
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balloonMan
whistles
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and
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goat-footed

Upcoming Worship Services
 April 4: “And the Rock Rolled Away”, Rev. Dr. Marlene Walker
I think my favorite part of the Easter story is the one about the women who go to the tomb and find that
the huge rock, a boulder really, had been rolled away and the tomb was empty. Initially they were
frightened and ran away and told no one. Then slowly, slowly they began to reach out and create and join
in community again. It’s a story about hope, about finding beloved community, about new birth. On this
Sunday we will celebrate the birth of hope, of new life with this Easter Service that will include music and
most especially the welcoming of new members to our beloved community. Come join with us.
 April 11: Touchstones - Mindfulness, Lay Leader: Susan Busker
Mindfulness is the quality and practice that overcomes
our fragmentation so that we can experience
wholeness. Mindfulness is the call to pay attention.
Being mindful is paying attention to our self, others,
and the world. Mindfulness requires practice but can
be transformative of our self and our relationships.
 April 18: Loved Into Being - Stewardship , Rev. Dr.
Marlene Walker & Cher Zimmerman, Finance Committee Chairperson
This Sunday we will kick off our annual pledge campaign by joining in the service created for congregations
by the UUA. Faith in Unitarian Universalism isn't just an intellectual exercise: it's "heart" work. This fulllength worship experience features a sermon by UUA President Rev. Susan Frederick-Gray, as well as
vibrant music, storytelling, and other worship elements that will help us to grow in spirit, in courage, and
in generosity.
 April 25:

UU Justice Revival - Taking a Collective Breath 10:00 am – Note the time!!!

Twenty-five Unitarian Universalist congregations in IL, the UU Advocacy network and UU Prison
ministries are gathering to take a collective breath. As spring waits on the horizon, can we breathe? We
can breathe as vaccines become available. We can breathe as we once again gather together. We can
breathe into a new administration, breaths of accountability, breaths of attention. We have work to do
to create a just world where everyone can find their breath. It is time to breathe. Let us take a collective
breath together. Click here on April 25th to join us via YouTube: https://youtu.be/HvNlIMCjDk4

Adult Religious Education Opportunities:
❖ April 6 - 1:00 pm – Book Discussion: Caste, The Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson; Led by
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Judy Pickle and Gloria Shafer; email or call Judy (j.pickkle@comcast.net ; 815-399-8365) if you would
like to participate.

Join us for our weekly worship services on Zoom – here’s how!
We are holding weekly worship services during this time of social distancing using the Zoom
application which participants can access on their computer, tablet, or phone. Members and friends
receive an email each week with the link for the service – check for an email from UUCRV,
uucrockvalley@gmail.com that arrives before Sunday.
You will need to download the Zoom application first. You can start this process by clicking on the blue link in
the email and agreeing to the install. During the join process you will be asked several things:
• Your name will be requested to identify you to the other members at the meeting.
• You will be asked if you want to use your computer’s camera, if it has one. If you want to be seen by
others during the service click to allow. Otherwise, you will be displayed by name only.
• Next you will be asked to use the computers audio. You will want to select that so you can hear us, and
we can hear you.
Once the install has been completed the application will start and you will begin to join the worship service. You
should see other members who have joined the service.
Before the meeting, you will want to locate the microphone icon to allow you to mute the microphone on your
device. This is important for the others listening to the service as any conversations you have with others in the
room or any sounds you make, even shuffling papers, are picked up by the microphone and can make listening
very difficult for others. It should look like this at the bottom of your computer screen. Similar icons may be
located at the top of your tablet.

You need to unmute your own microphone when it is time to talk to each other, such as when sharing Joys and
Sorrows or during Worship Service Discussion or Coffee Hour. If you want to join the Worship Service Discussion
you will need to join the Breakout Room when opened by the Host. If you don’t see the invitation, click on the
Breakout Rooms icon to join.

If you would like to watch a video tutorial on Zoom you can see one created by Foothills Unitarian in Colorado
at: https://youtu.be/0-UM1JWwzZ0

Hope to see you on Sunday!
NOTE: the ‘Thursday Morning Coffee Chat’ with Rev. Marlene will will alternate between UU Principle
sources and general check in. April 1 will focus on the 1st source, “… direct experience o

The Living Tradition We Share Draws From Many Sources:

Direct experience of that transcending mystery and wonder, affirmed in all cultures, which moves us to
a renewal of the spirit and an openness to the forces which create and uphold life;
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Unitarian Universalist congregations affirm and promote seven Principles, which we hold as strong values and
moral guides. We live out these Principles within a “living tradition” of wisdom and spirituality, drawn
from sources as diverse as science, poetry, scripture, and personal experience. These are the six sources our
congregations affirm and promote:

•

Words and deeds of prophetic people which challenge us to confront powers and structures of evil with
justice, compassion, and the transforming power of love;

•

Wisdom from the world's religions which inspires us in our ethical and spiritual life;

•

Jewish and Christian teachings which call us to respond to God's love by loving our neighbors as
ourselves;

•

Humanist teachings which counsel us to heed the guidance of reason and the results of science, and
warn us against idolatries of the mind and spirit;

•

Spiritual teachings of Earth-centered traditions which celebrate the sacred circle of life and instruct us
to live in harmony with the rhythms of nature.

Direct
experience
Spiritual
teachings

Prophetic
people

UU
Sources
Humanist
teachings

World's
religions

Grateful for the religious pluralism which enriches and
ennobles our faith, we are inspired to deepen our
understanding and expand our vision. As free
congregations we enter into this covenant, promising
to one another our mutual trust and support.
Source: Sources of Our Living Tradition | UUA.org

Jewish &
Christian
teachings

“Once Again”
by Connie Matusiak
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And seed packets
prod us to join inthe Wow!
Can-it-be!
As I live and breathe!
Will wonders never cease!
once again.
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Once again
the earth stretches,
roots fingering down,
green unfurling, uncurling up.

“To look at Any Thing” by John Moffitt
To look at any thing,
If you would know that thing,
You must look at it long:
To look at this green and say,
“I have seen spring in these
Woods,” will not do – you must
Be the thing you see:
You must be the dark snakes of
Stems and ferny plumes of leaves,
You must enter in
To the small silences between
The leaves,
You must take your time
And touch the very peace
They issue from.

Racial Justice Work
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For her first book,The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America's Great Migration (New York: Random
House, 2010), Wilkerson interviewed over a thousand people documenting the stories of African Americans
who migrated to northern and western cities during the 20th century to escape poverty and the Jim Crow laws
of the South. One of the stories featured in the book follows the
I was leaving the South
life of Ida Mae Brandon Gladney. Some of her neighbors and
To fling myself into the unknown.…
husband’s cousins had made their way from Okolona, Mississippi
I was taking a part of the South
to Beloit, Wisconsin. Wilkerson said, “But for most sharecroppers
To transplant in alien soil,
in Chickasaw County, the Promised Land was, oddly enough, a
To see if it could grow differently,
place called Beloit, Wisconsin, on the Rock River seventy-five
If it could drink of new and cool rains,
miles southeast of Milwaukee” (p. 581). During World War I
Bend in strange winds,
Respond to the warmth of other suns
recruiters from the North went south to hire workers for the
And, perhaps, to bloom.
foundries and metal working factories in Beloit. Ida Mae
— RICHARD WRIGHT
eventually settled in Chicago: “Mississippi was deep inside her,
but she gave no thought to ever living there again. Home was
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Isabel Wilkerson is a journalist and the author of two
important books for learning about the history of
racial injustice in the United States as well as
understanding the place we are in today with regard
to our system of racial inequality. Wilkerson was the
editor-in-chief of the Howard University college
newspaper, interned at the Los Angeles
Times and Washington Post, and became the Chicago
Bureau Chief of The New York Times, where in 1994 she became the first black woman in the history of
American journalism to win a Pulitzer Prize.

wherever she planted herself, and that happened to be Chicago. She had been there for sixty-six years, longer
than some people get to live” (p. 1240).
Her second book, Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents (New York: Random House, 2020) is the focus of our
current book discussion. In this book Wilkerson identifies the racial hierarchy in the United States as a caste
system. She says “By adulthood, researchers have found, most Americans have been exposed to a culture with
enough negative messages about African-Americans and other marginalized groups that as much as 80
percent of white Americans hold unconscious bias against black Americans, bias so automatic that it kicks in
before a person can process it, according to the Harvard sociologist David R. Williams. The messaging is so
pervasive in American society that a third of black Americans hold anti-black bias against themselves.” (Caste,
p. 186)

Touchstones Project Theme for April:
Mindfulness
Faith Is Like A Walking Stick by Rev. Gary
Kowalski
How many of you like to go hiking? I have a
number of walks nearby that I like. Hunger
Mountain, Snake Mountain and others. Or if we
don’t want to drive, my wife and I just go down to
our local park where in just a few steps you can
forget you’re in the city. Sometimes we bring our
dog Smokey along and Smokey isn’t as strong or fast as he used to be. But that’s okay because I’m not as
young or fast as I used to be either. And Smokey reminds me to slow down.
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But even when you take your time, a walk can
sometimes be tough going. What if it starts to
rain? And what if there’s a wet, soggy, boggy
place where the steppingstones are few and far between? Well, in those cases, I’ve found a couple of things that
help. First of all, it helps to have a friend or two along, because then even if it starts to pour and the raindrops
are trickling down your nose, you can always sing a song together, and it’s hard to feel sorry for yourself when
you’re singing an old Beatles song. And for those soggy, boggy places, if you can’t have a friend along, there’s
nothing like a walking stick, which helps you keep your balance, and whether you’re walking up hill or down
makes you a little steadier on your legs.
Walking sticks make me think about our faith, Unitarian Universalism, which is a little different from other
religions. Because for us, life is like a long walk, or a journey. It starts when we’re little children and just
learning about our world, and then grows as we grow. With each step, we’re always gathering more information
and gaining more experiences, finding out about ourselves and as we explore our beliefs change. The things we
imagine might be true when we’re six years old are different from the dreams we have when we’re sixty. And
none of us is just certain where or how the trail ends, or what we’ll find when we finally reach the mountain top.
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A walk in the woods isn’t a race, after all. It’s not
all about seeing how fast you can go, or how
quickly you can get to the end of the trail. A walk
can be like a meditation, a series of moments to
be aware of all the sights and sounds along the
way. If you’re in too big a hurry, you forget to
hear the birds sing and might not see that little
mushroom growing under the tree, the one with
the yellow cap.

But we know that other people have walked this way before and that gives us the hope and courage to continue
on the adventure.
Now just like on a long trail, life sometimes gets a little tough and can even be scary. And that’s why it helps to
have friends, and a spiritual community like this one And at times we start to lose our balance and begin to fall
down. And then it’s handy to have a walking stick along.
Unitarian Universalism, our religion, is like a walking stick. It’s not a religion that solves all our problems. It’s
not a religion that can magically lift us over the muddy places. It’s not a religion that spares us the necessity to
dig deep and struggle when there’s a big boulder we have to climb
over or other challenges come along. But it is a religion that can help
us keep our equilibrium, that helps us keep our feet on the ground,
which reminds us when the going gets hard that each of us is strong,
each of us is resilient, each of us is capable, however we identify our
gender, our ethnicity, our race; whether we’re big or little. And
Unitarian Universalism is a faith that encourages each one of us to
find and make our own beliefs—not a one-size fits all religion—but
one we constantly tool and re-tool as we go.
So [I have a] personal walking stick. It even has my initials on it, G.K. But each of you will have…to make your
own stick, just the right size and weight, the right thickness so you can have a firm grip, to help you go wherever
you need to go. And as Unitarian Universalists, you too can find and make a religion you can call your own.

https://youtu.be/w6T02g5hnT4
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Why Mindfulness Is a Superpower: An Animation
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Source: https://www.uua.org/worship/words/sermon/faith-walking-stick

The Science of Mindfulness
How mindfulness changes the emotional life of our brains | Richard J. Davidson | TEDxSanFrancisco
https://youtu.be/7CBfCW67xT8 “Why is it that some people are more vulnerable to life's slings and arrows and
others more resilient?" In this eye-opening talk, Richard Davidson discusses how mindfulness can improve wellbeing and outlines strategies to boost four components of a healthy mind: awareness, connection, insight, and
purpose. Richard Davidson is researching how mindfulness changes the emotional life of our brains and what
we know about people's brains of individuals showing more resilience than others. Davidson is the Wiliam James
and Vilas professor of psychology and psychiatry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison as well as founder and
director of the Center for Healthy Minds.
30 seconds to mindfulness | Phil Boissiere | TEDxNaperville https://youtu.be/ad7HqXEc2Sc Can you go from
feeling stressed to calm in under 30 seconds? Phil Boissiere shares his simple technique to bring mindfulness
to your busy life, anytime, anywhere. Phil Boissiere is an adult ADHD and couples counseling specialist based
in the San Francisco Bay Area. His goal-focused approach and use of evidence-based practices, such as
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) and skills training form an empowering therapeutic process. Phil has
pursued expertise in brain science, advanced training in the Neurosequential Model of Therapeutics (NMT),
and adult ADHD specific training at the Massachusetts General Hospital Psychiatry Academy.
The Power of Mindfulness: What You Practice Grows Stronger | Shauna Shapiro | TEDxWashingtonSquare
https://youtu.be/IeblJdB2-Vo How do we change? In this pioneering talk, Dr. Shauna Shapiro draws on
modern neuroscience and ancient wisdom to demonstrate how mindfulness can help us make positive
changes in our brains and our lives. Edited by Kevin Raman and Preston Yeung. SHAUNA SHAPIRO, PhD, is a
professor at Santa Clara University, a clinical psychologist, and an internationally recognized expert in
mindfulness. Dr. Shapiro is the recipient of the American Council of Learned Societies teaching award,
acknowledging her outstanding contributions to education; and is a fellow of the Mind and Life Institute cofounded by the Dalai Lama.
Self-Transformation Through Mindfulness | Dr. David Vago | TEDxNashville
https://youtu.be/1nP5oedmzkM How is the Self represented in the brain and how is it sculpted through our
everyday moment-to-moment perceptions, emotions, and thoughts? Cognitive Neuroscientist, David Vago
demonstrates that a systematic form of mental training involving meditation and mindful awareness has the
potential to transform our self and our mental habits in a positive way. Learn more about how every moment
is an opportunity to change our brain and strongly influence our health & longevity at both conscious and nonconscious levels. A Cognitive Neuroscientist by training, David Vago has close to 20 years of experience with
mindfulness practice and teaching, and over a decade conducting translational neuroimaging, cognitive, and
clinical research on the basic mechanisms and therapeutic relevance of mindfulness and associated
meditation/contemplative practices.

Some Big Questions for Youth
VIDEO: Mindfulness: Youth Voices by Kelty Mental Health (2:58)
“This video features youth and young adults discussing their experiences practicing mindfulness, and how mindfulness
has benefited different aspects of their lives. The video also features youth practicing mindfulness, and includes insights
from a health professional and mindfulness teacher.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kk7IBwuhXWM

➢ Why do you think mindfulness takes practice?
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➢ What are some mindfulness experiences that you have had or would like to try?
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➢ What do you see as some of the benefits of mindfulness?

Stay! I Said Stay! by Jack Kornfield Meditation is very much like training a puppy. Put the
puppy down and say, “Stay.” Does the puppy listen? It gets up and it runs away. You sit the
puppy back down again. “Stay.” And the puppy runs away over and over again. Sometimes
the puppy jumps up, runs over, and pees in the corner or makes some other mess. Our
minds are much the same as the puppy, only they create even bigger messes. In training
the mind, or the puppy, we have to start over and over again.
When you undertake a spiritual discipline, frustration comes with the territory. Nothing in
our culture or our schooling has taught us to steady and calm our attention…Finding it difficult to concentrate, many
people respond by forcing their attention on their breath or mantra or prayer with tense irritation and self-judgment, or
worse. Is this the way you would train a puppy? Does it really help to [force] it?
Concentration is never a matter of force or coercion. You simply pick up the puppy again and return to reconnect with the
here and now.
Source: A Path with Heart: A Guide Through the Perils and Promises of Spiritual Life by Jack Kornfield

Books for Children About Mindfulness Recommended by Touchstones Project: Click on the
Video Link to hear the story!
Being Present, Connection & Listening
What Does It Mean to Be Present? by Rana DiOrio, author & Eliza Wheeler, illustrator (2010)
“Being present means...Noticing when someone needs help. Waiting patiently for your turn. Focusing on
what’s happening now. Follow a group of friends at school, at home, and at the beach as they experience
just what it means to be present.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stnz10c2tt0 (3:03)
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Find Your Calm: A Mindful Approach To Relieve Anxiety And Grow Your Bravery by Gabi Garcia, author
and Marta Pineda, illustrator (2020)
“‘Anxiety can feel big and powerful. It can show up suddenly, without warning.’ For many kids, it can
be overwhelming. Anxiety is not just a cognitive experience. When children feel anxious, their bodies
respond physically to a perceived threat. They need to feel a sense of safety before being able to
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Listening to My Body by Gabi Garcia, author and Ying Hui Tan, illustrator (2017)
This engaging and interactive book guides children through the practice of naming their feelings and
the physical sensations that accompany them. From wiggly and squirmy to rested and still, Listening
to My Body helps children develop a sensations vocabulary so that they can express what they are
experiencing. Easy, kid-friendly mindfulness activities are woven throughout to reinforce the
teachings. Big emotions can be overwhelming! Help your child build on their capacity to engage more
mindfully, self-regulate, and develop emotional resilience. Video Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-B6Rik-TA-Q&t=3s (7:11)

figure out what to do next. Find Your Calm is a wonderfully accessible book that teaches children how to tap into their
sense of safety when anxiety sends a false alarm, so they can find their calm. Includes simple activities for them to
practice.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ilNbatgwYM (6:37)
The Other Way to Listen by Byrd Baylor, author and Peter Parnall, illustrator (1997)
“With a lot of practice, a young boy learns from his old teacher how to listen to the sounds and songs
of the natural world. When you know ‘the other way to listen,’ you can hear the wild-flower seed
bursting open. You hear rocks murmuring and hills singing, and it seems like the most natural thing in
the world. Of course, it takes a lot of practice, and you can’t be in a hurry. Most people never hear
these things at all. “This is the story of an old man who had a special way of hearing and of a child
who hoped to learn his secrets. Byrd Baylor and Peter Parnall have combined their unique, awardwinning talents to celebrate the world of nature.” Video Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YADfBw0hkJU; Enactment of the story:
https://vimeo.com/327575024 (15:44)
Breathing
My Magic Breath by Nick Ortner & Alison Taylor, authors and Michelle Polizzi, illustrator (2018)
“‘Do YOU have the magic breath? Let’s see…Take a deeeeeep breath in…and BLOW it out…’ “…and like magic, you can
feel better just by breathing! Sometimes it’s hard to feel happy. But with this interactive picture book, children breathe
along as they learn how to make angry or sad thoughts disappear. “In a world that is sometimes too busy, with too many
things going on, My Magic Breath will help steer children into a serene space of mindfulness, self-awareness, and
balance.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjQzFfv5HXs (3:39)
Breathe Like a Bear by Kira Willey, author & Anni Betts, illustrator (2019)
“With this board book, kids will learn to control their breathing and soothe themselves slowly to sleep, just like a bear in
hibernation! Best of all, it can be performed anywhere: in the backseat of a car, at home, or even at a child’s desk at
school.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vDAEXMYGiqM (4:33)
Breathe Like a Bear: 30 Mindful Moments for Kids to Feel Calm and Focused Anytime, Anywhere by Kira Willey, author &
Anni Betts, illustrator (2017)
“Breathe Like a Bear is a beautifully illustrated collection of mindfulness exercises designed to teach kids techniques
for managing their bodies, breath, and emotions. Best of all, these 30 simple, short breathing practices and movements
can be performed anytime, anywhere: in the car to the grocery store, during heavy homework nights at home, or even
at a child’s desk at school.’ “Thirty bite-sized mini-meditations—with names such as ‘Candle Breath’ and ‘Wake Up
Your Face’—are accompanied by fanciful, super-inviting animal images. The author has sectioned off the meditations
by energy: ‘Be Calm,’ ‘Focus,’ ‘Imagine,’ ‘Make Some Energy,’ and ‘Relax.’”
Video Trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pqd2lmJv_4Q (1:47)
Overview of book & some exercises: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKeFoOyz3EI (15:17)
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Breathe and Be: A Book of Mindfulness Poems by Kate Coombs, author and Anna Laitinen, illustrator (2017)
“‘I breathe slowly in,
I breathe slowly out. My breath
is a river of peace.
I am here in the world.
Each moment I can breathe and be.’
“Hear thunder crash, feel your toes touch sand, and watch leaves drift softly away on a quiet stream. The simple poems
in Breathe and Be help children learn mindfulness as they connect to the beauty of the natural world. “Mindfulness
teaches us how to stay calm, soothe our emotions, and appreciate the world around us. Whether we’re watching tiny
colored fish darting in the water or exploring the leaves, branches, and roots of a towering tree, the thoughtful words
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Listen Like an Elephant by Kira Willey, author & Anni Betts, illustrator (2019)
“With Listen Like an Elephant, kids learn to slow down, listen to the world around them, and focus their minds--no
matter how messy life becomes. Best of all, the exercise can be performed anywhere: in the backseat of a car, at home,
or even at their desk at school.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2ibNZtfTR0 (3:25)

and the lovely art of Breathe and Be remind us how much joy we can find by simply living with awareness and inner
peace.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=snKYQU8GTyU (4:34)
Each Breath a Smile by Sister Susan, author and Nguyen Thi Hop and Nguyen Dong, illustrators (2002)
“Inspired by the teachings of Thích Nhất Hạnh, in Each Breath a Smile children learn how to calm body and mind and
enjoy the present moment.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hILV5nVDKy0 (5:07)
Big Breath: A Guided Meditation for Kids by William Meyer, author and Brittany Jacobs, illustrator (2019)
“Calm your worries and build your bravery — or just relax during a busy day or wind down before bed. All day long, you
breathe — in and out, in and out — without even thinking about it. But did you know that you can play with your breath,
use it to take you on an adventure? All you have to do is find a comfy spot and close your eyes.
“Does your breath sound like ocean waves? Like the wind before a storm or a breeze at the start of spring? Can you feel
it all the way down to the tips of your toes? By the time you open your eyes, you might just feel a little lighter, calmer,
more relaxed.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O0O3fOsMUT0 (6:21)
Mindfulness, Meditation & Metta
Catching Thoughts by Bonnie Clark, author and Summer Macon, illustrator (2020)
“Have you ever had an unwelcome thought that you just couldn’t get rid of, no matter how hard you tried to push it
away? “In Catching Thoughts, a girl is plagued by an unwanted thought. No matter what she does—ignore it, yell at it,
cry about it—the thought won’t go away. Frustrated and discouraged, she finally looks that bad thought in the face and
says, ‘Hello.’ At last, she is able to notice other more beautiful, positive thoughts all around her. As she catches hold of
new thoughts, the girl discovers she can fill her mind with whatever she chooses.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Op4fcSgjcs (3:35)
I Am Peace: A Book of Mindfulness by Susan Verde, author and Peter H. Reynolds, illustrator (2017)
“When the world feels chaotic, find peace within through an accessible mindfulness practice…. Express emotions
through direct speech. Find empathy through imagination. Connect with the earth. Wonder at the beauty of the natural
world. Breathe, taste, smell, touch, and be present. “Features an author’s note about the importance of mindfulness and
a guided meditation for children, I Am Peace will help readers of all ages feel grounded and restored.’ Video Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnR5HDfR3JI (3:01) I Am Peace song by Emily Arrow:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqkPdIjjSFI (3:12)
Happy: A Children’s Book of Mindfulness by Nicola Edwards, author and Katie Hickey (2019)“‘We breathe deep and
expand like the galaxy, / We breathe out many thousands of stars, / And if ever we start to feel panicky, / This reminds us
of just who we are.’ “The perfect soothing read for quiet time, Happy gently encourages young readers to explore their
emotions and the beautiful world around them. This poetic journey to a place of happiness and calm will inspire and
empower your child to enjoy the practice of mindfulness. Video Link
: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKD0MF9-b7Y (4:55)
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Puppy Mind by Andrew Jordan Nance, author & Jim Durk, illustrator (2016)
“In this picture book for children and adults …a young boy discovers his mind is like a puppy, always wandering away,
into the past or the future. He sets about learning to train his puppy mind to heel to the present moment. Through
remembering to breathe, the boy becomes a stronger and more caring master of his puppy mind, keeping it in the
present, if only for a moment.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xd7Cr265zgc (3:02)
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Mindful Monkey, Happy Panda by Lauren Alderfer, author & Kerry Lee MacLean, illustrator (2011)
“This wonderful picture book for children and adults alike introduces the powerful practice of mindfulness in a fun and
exciting way …with the delightful Monkey and his serene friend Happy Panda… As our story begins, Monkey is not so
mindful - his Monkey Mind constantly jumping from one thing to another - but he encounters a mysterious and playful
friend in Happy Panda. Panda helps Monkey recognize the simple joy of doing what you’re doing while you’re doing it.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nsySCMH36s (2:50)

Peaceful Piggy Meditation by Kerry Lee McLean (2004)“What can you do when you’re mad, sad, or anxious? Find a quiet
spot, sit, and breathe. When you meditate every day, your mind stays happy, and even bad days are a little easier.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Fhnh7g67bg (3:32)
Moody Cow Meditates by Kerry Lee MacLean (2009)
“It all started one stupid, rotten day when everything went wrong.... Peter the cow is having a BAD day. After missing
the bus and wiping out on his bike he loses his temper and gets in trouble. To make matters worse all the other kids are
teasing him, calling him Moody Cow. Peter’s day just seems to get worse until his grandfather comes over and teaches
him how to settle his mind and let go of his frustration through a simple and fun exercise.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIspzHioVn4 (begins at 1:14)
The Lemonade Hurricane: a story of mindfulness and meditation by Licia Morelli, author and Jennifer E. Morris,
illustrator (2015)
“Emma doesn’t really like hurricanes. After a busy day of school and activities, Emma likes to sit still and rest. Her
little brother, Henry, does everything but. She calls him The Lemonade Hurricane. Henry is a lot of fun when he’s not
storming through the house, so Emma decides to teach him how to be still. By showing him how to sit, bow, and
breathe, Emma is able to calm the hurricane within Henry.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Olqt-Ghi-zo (6:03)
Sitting Still Like a Frog: Mindfulness Exercises for Kids (and Their Parents) by Eline Snel (2010)
“Simple mindfulness practices to help your child (ages 5-12) deal with anxiety, improve concentration, and handle
difficult emotions.”
Video Link: 5 Minutes Mindfulness for Children- Sitting still like a frog:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOckRqbCdG0 (5:23)
Video Link: Shorter version—2 Minutes Mindfulness for Children- Sitting still like a frog
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5RkzsbaPiE (2:09)
Wild Mindfulness by Laura Larson, author and Duli Sen, illustrator (2019)
“This picture book is meant to teach, guide and allow children (and adults!) to experience mindful moments through
guided imagery and breathing techniques as they follow along a young girl and her adventures camping and exploring in
the wild. As mindfulness is the intentional practice of experiencing the here and now without letting our thoughts or
feelings interrupt, this book allows children to be fully immersed in the moment while bringing an awareness and calm
to their body while they listen or read. They will have moments throughout the book to pause and be guided in a
mindful moment as they learn about and practice mindfulness while incorporating themes of nature and wilderness.
Each page is full of colorful and whimsical illustrations that invite readers to put themselves in the story and add to the
mindfulness journey.” Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQWpXkccW8U (12:06)
Quiet/Silence/Stillness
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The Silence Slips In by Alison Hughes, author and Ninon Pelletier, illustrator (2019)
“When the party’s over and the baby finally falls asleep, when the dog is all barked out and the screens are dark, the
Silence pads in on soft, furry feet. A warm, comforting presence, the Silence curls up in a sunbeam like a cuddly cat and
helps you read, think and be still. The Silence is friends with the Dark. Together they soothe the jagged edges left when
the Noise has rolled on and gently launch the boats of your dreams into the night. When the day becomes
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Charlotte and the Quiet Place by Deborah Sosin, author and Sara Woolley, illustrator (2015)
“Charlotte likes quiet. But wherever Charlotte goes, she is surrounded by noise, noise, noise—her yipping dog, Otto; the
squeaky, creaky swings; the warbling, wailing sirens. Even in the library, children yammer and yell. Where can Charlotte
find a quiet place? Sara Woolley’s magnificent watercolors bring Charlotte’s city to life when Otto leads her on a wild
chase through the park. There, Charlotte discovers a quiet place where she never would have imagined. Sometimes
children need a break from our noisy, over-stimulating world. Charlotte and the Quiet Place shows how a child learns
and practices mindful breathing on her own and experiences the beauty of silence. All children will relate to the
unfolding adventure and message of self-discovery and empowerment. Parents, teachers, and caretakers of highly active
or sensitive children will find this story especially useful.” Video Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9D0bbnV3qk (4:42)

overwhelming or other feelings become too big, the Silence slips in. With soft illustrations and soothing text, this is a
quiet story about learning to find calm in the busy world around you.” Video Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Iz8oTL3QITM (4:01)
The Quiet Book by Deborah Underwood, author and Renata Liwska, illustrator (2010)
“There are many kinds of quiet: Quiet can be delicate. Quiet can be thundering! Quiet can be sweet, and cozy, and can
most definitely help you fall asleep. With kid-centric descriptions and irresistible artwork, this gentle picture book
explores all the different quiets that can fill a child’s days from morning to night.”
Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sEDv55QGHtI (3:30)
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